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STATE ROAD 77: LOOKING AHEAD TO 2022
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A busy year is scheduled for the S.R. 77 multi-lane
widening project as year two of construction from
the Bay County Line to north of County Road
(C.R.) 279 (Moss Hill Road) gets underway. Here
is a preview of the 2022 activities planned along
the 6-mile southern segment.

Intersection of S.R. 77 and Moss Hill Road
(County Road 279) facing north.

Current intersection facing east.

UPGRADED CAUTION SIGNAL COMING
An upgraded caution signal is scheduled to be placed at the intersection of
S.R. 77 and Moss Hill Road to assist motorists through the busy intersection.
A flashing yellow beacon warns drivers to use caution when traveling
through the intersection. Motorists are expected to slow down and be especially alert. A flashing red beacon means the same
as a stop sign. Motorists are expected to stop. After coming to a complete stop, drivers can proceed through the intersection
when it is safe to travel, and observe all right-of-way driving rules. Maintaining awareness of motorist right-of-way guidelines
and using caution when proceeding through intersections creates a safe driving experience for everyone.

Look behind the scenes at this year’s accomplishments.

NEW PARK AND
RIDE LOCATION
Embankment operations, drainage work, and new road construction
will be ongoing throughout 2022. This six-mile construction project is
part of a larger 20-mile S.R. 77 widening project from the Bay County
line to north of Blue Lake Road. Work is scheduled to be completed
spring 2025.
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Aerial northbound view of the new roadbed near Pine Ridge Drive
and Rolling Pines Road.

The Park and Ride area is being
relocated to Crystal Lake Drive
just north of the Bay County line.
Park and Ride lots allow commuters
the opportunity to avoid a stressful
drive along congested roadways.
Carpool or vanpool and share a ride.
Parking is available for free on a
first-come, first-serve basis. Parking
in excess of 24-hours is prohibited.

CRYSTAL LAKE DRIVE
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MSE WALL CONSTRUCTION

Construction of a Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) wall will occur in 2022. The
700-foot-long parallel structure is located on the east side of S.R. 77 just north of Crystal
Lake Road. MSE walls are used in locations where the right-of-way or easement area
reserved for roadway construction is limited. The parallel wall allows the new roadway’s
footprint to take up a smaller space, making it environmentally friendly in an area where
roadway elevation significantly changes.

Large off-road dump trucks transport
embankment material throughout the project.
An off-road dump truck’s powerful engine and
massive tires allow for working in difficult
terrain that would not be suitable for any other
type of dump truck.

Did you know? Excavators consist of two parts: a driving base
with a powerful boom arm, and an attachment designed to
both excavate and move construction-related material. The
operator sits inside a small cab connected to the base and
controls the excavators powerful arm movements.

Crews use an excavator fitted with cables to lower a concrete
drainage structure into position near Shoreline Drive. Excavators
provide impressive muscle power to the overall drainage
construction process by lifting and placing concrete drainage
structures with precision and ease.

FUTURE MSE WALL LOCATION
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Crews use front end loaders to transport drainage pipe
sections. Each concrete section makes up a portion
of the southern segment’s six-mile-long drainage
system designed to redirect rain and groundwater
away from road surfaces
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OUT WITH THE OLD, IN WITH THE NEW

TYING UP LOOSE ENDS

The northern section of the S.R. 77 multi-lane widening project nears completion in summer 2022. As the project
has seen major milestones the past few months, stakeholders will see some of the final completion of paving
activities in the first few months of 2022.

As part of the remaining drainage efforts, crews install a flume - a
type of pipe that is used to carry water under a driveway, road, or
other obstacle.

This aerial view of the S.R. 77 widening project shows
the new transition for the new lanes recently opened to
motorists between Sunny Hills Boulevard and Moss Hill
Road (County Road 279).

Crews continue work on the southern bridge
approach at Hard Labor Creek. This steel grid system,
known as rebar, is used to reinforce the concrete,
making it stronger and more stable.

Crews smooth and level out curb along Sunny Hills Boulevard
before it hardens. It may look like an easy task, but this is
easily one of the more tedious aspects of road construction,
making sure curbs have the proper height and level.

Next, crews install new slabs of concrete. A boom
crane transfers concrete from the concrete mixing
truck to the approach slab.

A hand-pushed roller is used to level the concrete curb before
another goes behind to fix any imperfections. This is a very
time-sensitive task due to the small window of time to
shape the concrete before it hardens.
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NEARING THE END OF THE ROAD
A BIRDS EYE VIEW OF THE NEWLY CONSTRUCTED
LANES FROM NORTH OF WAUSAU TO I-10.

In this aerial shot, crews wrap up the last bit of paving before all newly constructed lanes open on State Road 77 between Hard Labor Creek
Bridge and State Park Road.

Crews manually install reflective pavement markers (RPMs) using a
two-step process with a worker positioned close to the pavement surface
on the side of an applicator vehicle. During the installation process, the
applicator vehicle stops at a marker point, the worker applies epoxy to the
roadway surface with a nozzle attached to a hose, and then positions the
RPM on the epoxy.

One of the last activities of “prepping” the newly constructed roadway
is striping the lanes. But, crews don’t use your average white paint.
This white paint is made from thermoplastic resin mixed with titaniumdioxide pigment and tiny reflective glass beads. It’s applied using the
road-marking vehicle (shown in this photo) that “sprays” the paint, with a
computer controlling the process. However, following the line of which the
paint is delivered is still a manual process and requires a highly skilled
crewmember or steersman.
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SAFETY IS JOB NUMBER 1 FOR FDOT
GUARDRAILS
TURN LANES

Turn lanes improve traffic flow, increase
intersection capacity and reduce the risk of both
rear-end and cross-traffic collisions. Dedicated
turn lanes allow vehicles to slow down to turn
without affecting the flow of through traffic and
cross-traffic.

The main purpose of a guardrail along the
highway is to provide a safety barrier to help
protect a driver who has drifted off the roadway. It
also lessens the severity of a potential crash and
make the roads safer. Approximately 3.5 miles of
guardrail is being installed at strategic locations
along the widening project.

GET TO KNOW ROAD STRIPING
A single solid white line: Traffic is all going
the same way and you cannot change lanes;
also, the line between the road and the
shoulder.
Broken white line: You may change lanes
when it is safe to do so.
Two solid yellow lines: Marks the center of
the road on a two-way traffic road. You may
never cross the double yellow line to pass
another vehicle.
Two broken yellow lines: Identifies the
center of the road on a two-way traffic road. It
allows you to pass into the oncoming lane of
traffic when it is safe to do so.
One solid and one broken yellow line:
Delineates the center of the road on a twoway traffic road. It indicates that passing into
the lane of oncoming traffic is only allowed
on the side of the road where the broken line
is located.

STREET LIGHTING

A well-lit road, particularly at intersections,
increases safety for both motorists and
pedestrians. Lighting is being installed at
the busy intersections of Clayton Road,
Elkcam Boulevard, Sunny Hills Boulevard
and Shenandoah Boulevard. Street
lighting increases visibility for drivers
and pedestrians and navigation errors at
intersections.
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DID YOU KNOW?

Intersection
crashes are one of
the most common
types of crash
problem.
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SAFETY IS JOB NUMBER 1 FOR FDOT
DID YOU KNOW?

Reflective glass
beads are added to
the thermoplastic
paint used in
roadway markings
to create an antiskid surface.

PAVEMENT MARKINGS AND STRIPING

SHOULDER WIDENING

Wider paved shoulders help reduce run-off crashes
and allow vehicles to pull safely off the roadway in
emergency situations. Well-designed shoulders also
reduce edge drop-off, where there is a difference
between the height of the road surface and ground.
A wide shoulder can also provide a safe area for
pedestrians and cyclists to travel.

Road signage is
designed to break
away upon impact
of a vehicle that
has run off the
roadway.
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National studies show effective marking and striping
save lives. The science behind road markings has
improved dramatically with development of better
paints and more reflective additives. Roadway
markings provide directions such as arrows painted in
a lane telling the driver which way the lane will move,
or a stop bar painted at an intersection. Roadway
striping gives the motorists instructions on what they
can or cannot do while driving, such as a double line
indicating a no passing zone.

TRAFFIC SIGNS

Traffic signs provide valuable
information to drivers and other road
users. They represent rules to keep
drivers safe and help to communicate
messages to drivers and pedestrians
that maintain order and reduce
accidents. Improper or ineffective road
signage can be dangerous.

DID YOU KNOW?

77
Panama City

40 mi

ROAD SIGNS FALL INTO FOUR CATEGORIES.
• Regulatory signs control,
command or prohibit an action.

• Guidance signs indicate
location or mark a route.

• Warning signs tell of changes to
road layout or guide direction of
movement.

• Temporary signs are used
to temporarily command or
prohibit actions.

REFLECTIVE PAVEMENT MARKERS (RPMs)

The main purpose of reflective pavement markers (PRMs)
is to provide safety reminders to drivers about where
they are on the road. Reflectors help alert drivers if they
have drifted out of a lane or that they should proceed with
caution. These reflectors can be used in many different
situations to help make the road more visible. Each device
has a reflective surface that allows drivers to see it from a
distance, even at night or during inclement weather.

DID YOU KNOW?

Percy Shaw patented the original
RPMs - Cat’s Eyes - in 1934 in
England. These were named for
how feline eyes seem to glow.
The value of cat’s eyes to road
safety became apparent in World
War II blackouts.
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NEW PROJECT
CONSTRUCTION AREA

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT OVER
THE NEXT THREE MONTHS
• Upgrading the caution signal at S.R. 77
and C.R. 279 intersection
• Constructing embankment
• Constructing Mechanically Stabilized
Earth (MSE) wall in Phase A north of
Crystal Lake Road

77

• Continuing drainage work
• Constructing stormwater ponds
• Excavating operations throughout the
project limits
• Monitoring erosion control measures
• Utility relocation
• Paving activities
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